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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper values the importance of the implantation of a quality control program in medical x-ray diagnosis 

services that it seeks mainly to the reduction of the radiation dose applied in the radiology exams, and attempt to 

the precepts of the Effective Legislation as for the Basic Guidelines of Radiological Protection (law decree MS 
no. 453 in June 01th, 1998). The study was accomplished  Radiology Section of the Medicine Faculty – FMB 

(UNESP - Botucatu) and it consisted of the accomplishment of measures of the radiation dose applied in the 

radiological exams, taking as base the x-rays techniques realized by four technicians in radiology the service, 

using  only one x-rays equipment. Was intended  analyze the variation of the radiation dose in function of the 

different applied technical parameters, and this way, guide the professionals as for the possibility of obtaining of 

x-ray images of better quality and smaller patient exposition. For radiation dose measure a detector of solid state 

was utilized. During the accomplishment of the measures it was verified that there no a general consensus 

among the technicians of the section being observed differences of the order of 80% in the mAs. In terms of 

radiation dose measured, the largest value of   verified was 4.752 mGy (exam of lateral lumbar column)  and the 

smallest value of 0.165 mGy (child's thorax).The results showed that a standardization in the x-ray techniques 

executed by the professionals of the section will be able to reduce significantly the radiation exposition of the 

assisted patients. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In Brazil, the decree n ° 453/98 - "Guidelines for radiological protection in medical and 

dental radiology" - From the Health Surveillance Secretariat of the Ministry of Health, 

established as one of the principles of optimization in which practices should be planned, 

implemented and executed so that the magnitude of individual doses will are as low as 

reasonably achievable [1].
 

 

In diagnostic radiology services the resulting images should have a good quality, providing a 

proper diagnosis with the lowest possible dose for the patient [2].
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It is known that the radiographic techniques employed by the technical and operational 

conditions of the equipment influence the image quality and radiation dose to patients in 

radiographic examinations [3]. Studies show that low-dose radiation is associated with high 

image quality [4-5]. 
 

Today we have several guides and extensive literature emphasizing the importance of 

implementation of Continuous Quality Control Program (CQCP) and assessment of doses in 

patients [6-12]. 

 

The essential technical improvement to the verification of equipment performance is 

indispensable for any process which involves radiology imaging, which will be effective and 

therefore your practice is actually justified [13-15]. 

 

The objective of this study is to evaluate the variation of the dose depending on the 

radiographic techniques used by different technicians on the same X-ray equipment in the 

same hospital. 

 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

 
The study was conducted at the Faculty of Medicine of Botucatu, São Paulo, on days 05 and 

06 April 2011. the variation in dose (mGy) between the radiographic techniques used for 

different anatomical regions was evaluated from four technicians who work in the same 

department with the same equipment. 

 

The Hospital of Botucatu is a medical school hospital Brazilian public, and performs a large 

number of radiographic examinations weekly (on average 600 tests each equipment). 

 

The values of kVp and mAs used to obtain the dose to different anatomic regions were 

previously obtained through interviews with four technicians that service, known by 
technicians A, B, C and D, as shown in Table 1 and 2. 

 

 

 

Table 1: List of techniques used by technicians A, B for different anatomical regions A 

and B for different anatomical regions. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

      
 
 
 
 
 

 

Tec. A Tec. A Tec.B Tec.B 

Anatomical region kVp mAs kVp mAs 

Lumbar Spin AP 77.0 32.0 77.0 28.0 

Lumbar Spin LAT 81.0 63.0 85.0 50.0 

Abdomen AP 79.0 25.0 75.0 22.0 

Thorax Side 85.0 12.5 86.0 12.5 

Thorax Child 66.0 3.20 66.0 2.50 

Skull AP 63.0 18.0 60.0 18.0 

Skull LAT 73.0 18.0 50.0 18.0 



 

Table 2: List of techniques used by technicians B and C for different anatomical 

regions. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The evaluated equipment was markers of mA and time combined (Figure 1). The X-ray 

equipment used was a unit of conventional x-rays with digital control of a Multix Siemens - 

B, with the maximum operating parameters of 125 kVp and 500 mA, and 1 mm Al filtration. 

 

 
                                 (A)                                                            (B) 

 
(C) 

Figure 1: X-ray equipment used. a) Top of the bulb, b) Front of the bulb, c) Digital 

control 

 

 

This unit has automatic exposure control (AEC) and works with the storage system CR 

(Computed Radiography). 

 

Tec.B Tec.B Tec.C Tec.C 

Anatomical region kVp mAs kVp mAs 

Lumbar Spin AP 75.0 32.0 60.0 56.0 

Lumbar Spin LAT 85.0 63.0 60.0 12.5 

Abdomen AP 75.0 25.0 60.0 63.0 

thorax Side 85.0 16.0 81.0 6.30 

thorax Child 60.0 2.5 64.5 3.20 

Skull AP 70.0 20.0 60.0 20.0 

Skull LAT 60.0 20.0 58.5 18.0 



 

The instrument used for data collection was ThinX RAD detector, manufactured by Unfors, 

serial number 30000992, calibration certificate No.: 30000992-100330 of 30/03/2010.  

The detector was positioned 1.0 m from the summit of the X-ray equipment and the 

exposures were made for the radiographic techniques employed by coach A, B, C and D. 

For each exposure recorded values obtained was at doses detector Thin X RAD, as shown in 

Table 3 e 4. 

 

 

 

Table 3: Relationship of dose (mGy) for the different anatomical regions according to 

the technicians A and B 

 
 
 

Table 4: Relationship of dose (mGy) for the different anatomical regions according to 

the C and D technicians. 

 

 

 

Table 3 and 4 below shows the values obtained in mGy dose according to the radiographic 

techniques employed by service technicians in accordance with the established thickness and 

the average dose for the different anatomical regions. 

 
 
 

Table 5: average dose(mGy) for the different anatomical regions. 

Lenght (cm) 

 

Anatomical region Technical A 

Dose(mGy) 

Technical B 

Dose(mGy) 

23.0 Lumbar Spin AP 2.170 1.880 

30.0 Lumbar Spin LAT 4.720 4.050 

23.0 Abdomen AP 1.780 1.400 

30.0 Thorax  Side 1.040 1.020 

20.0 Thorax  Child 0.161 0.123 

15.0 Skull AP 0.821 0.733 

15.0 Skull LAT 1.110 0.480 

Lenght (cm) 

 

Anatomical region Technical C 

Dose (mGy) 

Technical D 

Dose(mGy) 

23.0 Lumbar Spin AP 2.040 2.290 

30.0 Lumbar Spin LAT 5.130 0.511 

23.0 Abdomen AP 1.590 2.580 

30.0 Thorax Side 1.310 0.947 

20.0 Thorax  Child 0.101 0.275 

15.0 Skull AP 1.120 0.845 

15.0 Skull LAT 0.813 0.705 

Lenght (cm) 

 

Anatomical region |Average 

Dose(mGy) 

23.0 Lumbar Spin AP 2.095 

30.0 Lumbar Spin LAT 3.603 



 

 
 

Table 5 shows the average dose obtained for the anatomical regions according to the 

radiographic techniques employed by technicians A, B, C and D. 

 

Before starting work we analyzed the working conditions of x-ray machine, doing a quality 

control (PCGQ) The equipment used for PCGQ were. 

    

   1 - RAD ThinX Detector, manufactured by Unfors, serial number 30000992, calibration 

certificate No.: 30000992-100330 of 30/03/2010. 

   2 - Timer X-rays, produced by ARM 2 Equipment Industry - Electronics Ltd., model CQ-

03 ARM, serial number 03-132; calibration certificate issued by the IEE - Institute of 

Electrical and Energy No.: 59208 of 30/06/05. 

   3- DIGIT METER III kVp, Victoreen brand, model 07-494, serial number    409, 

12/08/2005 calibrated, certified    No.: 59476 issued by the IEE - Institute    of 

Electrical and Energy. 

   4 - Ionization Chamber Radcal CORPORATION 20X6-6 model, serial number: 30899. 

Calibration in 04/08/2010 at IPEN - Institute of Nuclear and Energy Research; 

Calibration Certificate No.: 0351/2010; 

   5 - Ionization Chamber Radcal CORPORATION Model 20X6-180, serial number: 31110. 

Calibration in 04/08/2010 at IPEN - Institute of Nuclear and Energy Research; 

calibration certificate No.: 0351/2010.; 

   6 - Electrometer, Radcal CORPORATION, model 2026C RADIATION MONITOR, serial 

number: 26-0838; calibrated in 04/08/2010 at IPEN - Institute of Nuclear and Energy 

Research; Calibration Certificate No: 0351/2010. 

   7 - Kit aluminum plates (ALUMINUM SET), Victoreen brand, model 07-430. 

   8 – KVp Meter - ACCU-kV Sensor Diagnostic 40X5-W 48-2398. 

   9 - Device for testing beam alignment CQ-09 manufactured by MRA Electronic Equipment 

Industry Ltda. 

   10 - Device for testing collimator CQ-12 manufactured by MRA Electronic Equipment 

Industry Ltda. 

   11 - Device to measure Focal Point CQ-06 manufactured by MRA Industrial Electronic 

Equipment Ltda. 

   12 - Device to measure the contact between the screen-film QC-10 manufactured by MRA 

Electronic Equipment Industry Ltda. 

 

 

3 RESULTED AND DISCUSSION 

 

Comparisons were made between variations in dose between the techniques employed by 

four technicians, workers in the same sector. Table 6 shows the value of the highest and 

lowest dose obtained for each anatomical region and its variation, when comparing the 

radiographic techniques employed by technicians A, B, C and D. 

 

 

23.0 Abdomen AP 1.838 

30.0 Thorax  Side 1.079 

20.0 Thorax  Child 0.165 

15.0 Skull AP 0.880 

15.0 Skull LAT 0.777 



 

Table 6: variation between the highest and lowest dose 

 
 
 

Techniques employed by four technicians, workers in the same sector. Table 3 and 4 shows 

the value of the highest and lowest dose obtained for each anatomical region and its variation, 

when comparing the radiographic techniques applied by technicians A, B, C and D. 

 

The greater variation in dose was 4.69 mGy for the radiographic techniques used by technical 

and C d for the Lumbar Spin LAT region. The anatomical region with the lowest dose range, 

0.174 mGy was staying with the child's chest when compared with the techniques used by 

technical C and D. 

 

Table1 provide an example of the lack of standardization with respect to radiographic 

techniques. From verification of this contrast can enhance the importance of training to 

professionals in search of improvement and adaptation of techniques. 

 

Table 7: percentage and dose increase to the highest and lowest doses 

 

The percentage refers to how varied the dose compared with lower dose achieved. The lowest 

percentage was 21.81% for lumbar spine AP and reached 903,91% for Lumbar Spine LAT. 

 

It is observed that the lowest average dose was obtained for Chest Child with 0.165 mGy and 

the highest value was the average dose to the Lumbar Spin LAT 3,603 mGy and lowest dose 

obtained for each anatomical region and its variation, when comparing the radiographic 

techniques employed by technicians A, B, C and D. 

 

With the radiographic techniques applied by technician B, we obtained more frequently, the 

lowest doses for the different anatomical regions. 

 

Anatomical region Higher dose 

(mGy) 

Lowest 

Dose 

(mGy) 

Variation 

(mGy) 

Lumbar Spin AP 2.290 1.880 0.410 

Lumbar Spin LAT 5.130 0.511 4.619 

Abdomen AP 2.580 1.400 1.180 

Thorax  Side 1.310 0.947 0.363 

Thorax  Child 0.275 0.101 0.174 

Skull AP 1.120 0.733 0.387 

Skull LAT 1.110 0.480 0.630 

Anatomical region 

Technician 

Higher dose 

Technician 

Lowest dose 

Percentage 

% 

Increase 

(Times) 

Lumbar Spin AP D B 21.81 1.22 

Lumbar Spin LAT C D 903.91 10.04 

Abdomen AP D B 84.29 1.84 

Thorax Side C D 38.33 1.38 

Thorax  Child D C 172.28 2.72 

Skull AP C B 52.80 1.53 

Skull LAT A B 131.25 2.31 



 

Table 8 shows the values of the radiographic techniques applied by technicians and analysis 

of kVp and mAs highest and lowest. It can be observed that the technicians, who used the 

lower values of mAs according to table 8, coincide with the technicians who had the lowest 

values obtained for the doses of certain anatomical regions. 

 

 

Table 8: radiographic technique used to lower the dose value obtained and the 

corresponding technical 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 9 shows the variation of the dose and comparisons made between the four technicians. 

The values of radiation dose, using the same equipment radiographic techniques employing 

four technicians working in the same sector of the same hospital, show that there are 

significant variations between the doses obtained, when compared between technicians A, B, 

C and D. 

 

 

Table 9: Variation of the dose (mGy) between technicians A, B and C  

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tab

le 

10 shows the ratio of technicians to the highest kVp, kVp lower, mAs higher and lower 

according to the techniques obtained for the different anatomical regions by technical. It is 

observed that for lower dose values obtained coincided with the radiographic techniques that 

used the lowest mAs, as shown in Table 9 and 10. 

 

 

 Lowest dose          Radiographic Technique 

 

Anatomical region (mGy) kVp mAs Técnico   

Lumbar Spin AP 1.880 77.0 28.0 B 

Lumbar Spin LAT 0.511 60.0 12.5 D 

Abdomen AP 1.400 75.0 22.0 B 

Thorax Side 0.947 81.0 12.5 D 

Thorax Child 0.101 60.0 2.5 C 

Skull AP 0.733 60.0 18.0 B 

Skull LAT 0.480 50.0 18.0 B 

Anatomical region 

Higher kV Lowest 

 kV 

Higher 

mAs 

Lowest 

 mAs 

Lumbar Spin AP A-B D D B 

Lumbar Spin LAT B-C D A-C D 

Abdomen AP A D D B 

Thorax Side B D C D 

Thorax Child A-B C A-D B-C 

Skull AP C B-D C-D A-B 

Skull LAT A B C A-B-D 



 

 

Table 10: the relationship between kVp and mAs technicians 

 

 

 

A difference that reached 4.619 mGy for the radiographic techniques used by technical C and 

D for the Lumbar Spin LAT. When he refers to as a percentage of the dose change compared 

with the lowest dose reached the value of reached 903.91% for Lumbar Spine LAT, showing 

a very high dose range when it comes to the same equipment in the same hospital. 

 

Technician The coach won more frequently the lower doses. Thus, patients undergoing 

radiographic examinations of the Lumbar Spine AP, abdomen AP, skull AP, skull LAT with 

Technician B are subject to lower doses of radiation when compared to the other. 

These results indicate that patients are being exposed to radiation unnecessarily and that the 

discrepancies in the skin entrance dose reflect the wide variety of radiographic techniques 

employed by the technicians. 

 

Thus, a standardization of radiographic techniques can be made between service technicians. 

On the Applying the radiographic techniques that exposes patients to lower doses and to 

ensure a good quality picture. 

 

This can be achieved with the establishment of a control program of continuous quality 

assurance, involving the proper training of technicians and their improvement so that you can 

employ the appropriate technical anatomical region to be investigated to ensure the principle 

of optimization and while maintaining higher performance of the X-ray equipment to give 

greater credibility to the service provided by the hospital to the public. 

 

 

2. CONCLUSION 
 

The dose variations found show the importance of implementation of ongoing program of 

Quality Assurance. Many times, an entire medical team is unaware of the exposure to which 

the patient receives. 

The use of proper technique may allow a good quality image with a minimal radiation 

exposure. 

 

Possibly, the lack of standardization of techniques is due to lack of investment in improving 

the medical and technical staff that often ends up damaging the hospital services. 

Anatomical 

region A-B A-C A-D B-C B-D C-D 

Lumbar Spin AP 0.290 0.130 0.120 0.160 0.410 0.250 

Lumbar Spin LAT 0.670 0.410 4.209 1.080 3.539 4.619 

Abdomen AP 0.380 0.190 0.800 0.190 1.180 0.990 

Thorax Side 0.020 0.270 0.093 0.290 0.073 0.363 

Thorax Child 0.038 0.060 0.114 0.022 0.152 0.174 

Skull AP 0.088 0.299 0.024 0.387 0.112 0.275 

Skull LAT 0.630 0.297 0.405 0.333 0.225 0.108 



 

 

Little investment in human material may expose patients to unnecessary doses, and does not 

guarantee good quality image. 
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